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soap ••<>••• P'»« ''®"'®
make fcetter tires

» This is only one of dozens of

, r _ .u» rubber containing synthetic rubber
ever sold to motorists in America
—inJune1940. All these improve
ments are indications of the kind
of extra value, extra safety andex
trawear you getwhenever you buy
a B. F. Goodrich tire. The B. F.
Goodrich Company, Aknn, Ohio.

•N THE large vat above, and in the
X barrels awaiting shipment is
,„r,re soap than most people will

^ o lifetime. But nobody is'"'Srwith it. It will be
maUng synthetic rubberr'^. "I anew kind of synthetic;reT dTXed by B.F. Good-

rich. , .
cnaD is used m

JS^Kp.so?.V.k»"t
ber. Until recently it was soap

SowatTre ^ ma^de fromrJ.atcomesfrompinestumps

r
Tires made from the new rubber
iive more wear than tires madeLm ordinary synthetic. They run
cooler ... and this is important
because heat destroys ®
doubly importantin big truck t res,
which often get as hot as boiling
water.

The new rubber was developed
several months ago, and made in
plants operated for the govern
ment by B. F. Goodrich. It was
used inmilitary tires, and was kept
a military secret. Then it was re
leased for use in heavy truck tires.
Now it is going into passenger cat
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MATHEMATICS-BASIC REQUIREMENT

for TODAY'S JOBS

H tUe 6iefifUH4f.-itane ta {Y]HHP'̂ )

Your Success IMM
INDUSTRY is working at top capacity to ineet the

needs of our gigantic industrial program. Trained
mechanics and technicians are in urgent demand.

And in the best of these jobs, the jobs which offer
the highest pay and the greatest assurance of steady
employment, a knowledge of mathematics is required—
because mathematics is the foundation of all technical
work. Give yourself this basic preparation now by this
quick, inexpensive home-study method.

MATHEMATICS for Self Study
by J. E. Thompson, B. S. in E. E., A. M., Dept. of Mathematics, Pratt Institute

fcenrtiiv«(/ fromoppoi/f*pog*j
to solve problems which are involved in all business and
industrial work relating to machines, engines, boats, autos,
planes, etc. Logarithms and slide rule, and many other
practical applications.

GEOMETRY: States clearly all needed facts about plane figures,
circles, polygons, etc. Covers all the topics essential in drafting
and engineering. Deals with angles, triangles, circles, and the
many other geometric figures that are basic to engineering
design. Sheet-metal work, so important in airplane construc-
tion» is a direct application of these principles.

TRIOONOMETRY; This volume makes easy the principles of
angles and triangles, shows you how to use tables that explain
their functions. Practically every problem in machine work,
land surves^ing mechanics, astronomy and navigation is solved
by methods of trigonometry. These methods are explained
simply, with actual examples of calculations of height and
distance as applied to meteorology, the determination of the
position of a ship at sea, the construction of buildings,
bridges, and dams, the cutting of gears, etc., etc. All necessary
tables for making these computations are furnished.

CALCULUS' You will enjoy mastering calculus in this interesting
new way and will find it will enable you to solve problems
that can be solved in no other way. This branch of mathe
matics deals with rate problems. It is essential in compuUtion
involving objects moving with varying rates of speed. It also

Examine These Books for 10 Days FREE!
Send no money now. The toupon at the right brings you the 5 books
for 10 doys* trlol. Affer 10 days, if not completely sotlsfied, relurn
the books to u$ without obligation. If you ke«p th«m, send us the
small down payment of $2.95, balance in three monthly payments.
Moil fhe eoMpon todoy. 0. Von Nostrond Company, Inc., Publishers,
250 Fourth Av., NewYork 3, N. Y.

OCTOBER, ms

enables us to find the most efficient design for any kind of
mechanism, engine, or moving vehicle. Typical problems in
cluded in this book are the calculations of the length of paper,
cloth or belting in a roll, time and swing of a pendulum, rise
and fall of electric current in a coil, the work done by
expanding gas or steam.

These are but a few of the hundreds of practical subjects simplified
and clearly explained for you in this complete home study cours*
in mathematics.
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MAIL THIS COUPON
D. Van Nostrand Company, Inc.
2SO Fourth Ave.. New York 3. N. Y.
Send me MATHEMATICS FOR SEIF STUDY in 5 volum.i

" "nd you$2.9S a. Ilr.t payment, and $2.00 a month for IhrM
monlhi until the total pric* of $8.95, plus a faw
poitage ii paid. * """

(If you lend remlltane* of $t.9S with thli coumm -w.
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